world, disappointing, to discover that the appearance of Borges on the world scene did not prompt more writers and critics from the non-Hispanic world to take an inquisitive stroll beyond the work of this undeniably exceptional Argentinean writer into his hinterland in search of Spanish-speaking precursors and descendants. Is not a "World" Borges that still dominates to such an extent the non-Hispanophone conception of the Hispanic non-realist literary tradition less an indication of the seminality and perdurability of Borges's work than evidence of the transnational myopia of the non-Hispanic literary-critical systems that consecrate his work so preponderantly? As regards the aforementioned Anglophone community, dare one attribute this lack of prospector spirit -surely where some gold is found, there may be more -to, in no small measure, a prevalent monolinguoculturalism that not merely prevents "English-only" readers from following up of their own volition interests in other literatures but also may even prevent it from occurring to them to do so? This gives grounds on which to speculate that Anglomonoglossia may be the thin end of a wedge at the thick extremity of which huddle the diverse guises in which the aforementioned intercultural myopia manifests itself. Not the least of these is the tendency to privilege unjustifiably the hegemonic language's literatures: as Gregory Jusdanis laments, "nothing is more deplorable than Anglocentric critics who know no other language save the current lingua franca and who presume their experience of the literary to be universal" (Jusdanis 1992: 2-3) . Could this also explain why the index of David Damrosch's
How to Read World Literature contains over sixty Anglophone examples of so-called World
Literature, but only six Hispanic ones -a disparity that surely cannot be explained by the volume of printed works of literature in Spanish that merit inclusion in an international canon? If so, it casts doubt on the ability of Anglophone literary academia to assume a credible role in the genuine internationalisation of literary studies. Even gestures of goodwill in the direction of exhibition's publicity for Enrique Gaspar's time-travel narrative El anacronópete (1887) that the English-speaking reading public received word that this Spanish novella preceded H. G. Well's Time Machine by almost seven years, overturning thereby an assumption of the latter's antecedence sustained over decades. (Franco 1994: 43, 120, 124, 149, 154, 163-165, 171, 256, 257; Hart 1999: 81-82) .
Once, however, a bridge spans the Anglo-Hispanic literary divide, Lugones's credentials as a practitioner of the fantastic become increasingly evident and compelling, as Gaspar Pío del Corro The confluence in this story of science and spirituality, two epistemological and existential orientations that converge in the fin de siècle in couplings ranging from antagonism and mutually exclusivity to reconciliation and inter-penetration, justifies placing "Kábala práctica" in the context of the fantastic. As Barcía explains, "Lugones parece situarse a mitad de camino entre
[…] la científica ortodoxa y la teosófica, con ese punto de contacto de zonas que es el carácter de iniciado del confidente y la condición de cultor de ciencias ocultas del investigador" (Lugones appears to place himself between orthodox science and theosophy, at a point where the privileged perspective of the confidant blends with the practitioner of occult sciences' intellectual curiosity) (Lugones 1987: 32) .
The centrality of Kabbala to the tale is, then, far from gratuitous. including acquisition of the skeleton -that led up to the occurrence in question, which took place after a particularly intense discussion between friends chez Eduardo on vampirism and mysticism. What happened after the gathering, the narrator explains, corresponds to Eduardo's account of events when he remained alone. Eduardo resolved to bring back to life the young women whose skeleton he possessed. Within half an hour he fell asleep, only to wake suddenly to find himself sitting at his desk in the company of an ethereal young woman who was speaking to him in a melancholy but strangely comforting voice. He noticed that the skeleton was missing from its display cabinet. He established that he was not dreaming. Then, the apparition led him to his bed, and glided back towards the display cabinet. Here Eduardo's reported account ends with an avowal of his surprise at not having been terrified by the experience, and the narrator resumes the account from his own point of view with his discovery of Eduardo the next day still fast asleep and the skeleton sitting in a chair a situation that the disconcerted narrator attributes to a bout of craziness on his friend's part. The bizarre episode is, however, only the prelude to this story's climax: the narrator's perplexity in recollection is transformed rapidly into surprise -an abrupt typographical transition announces this -at Carmen's reaction to the conclusion of the strange tale: she struggles to maintain her customary composure -an expression via reflection of the narrator's surprise then faints. Carmen's realization -either that she is the resurrected woman or that her cover disguising this has been blown -increases the level of narratively strategic disquiet through both an unexpected shift of character focus (Carmen usurps the narrator's situation as repository of unease) and emotional augmentation (Carmen's shock "trumps" the narrator's mere bewilderment). This is a strategic manoeuvre, a feint or diversion, for Carmen's return to consciousness and with it psychological anguish is recorded with cursory brevity as the narrative switches to dwell instead on the narrator's horror and repulsion as it dawns on him that Carmen's body lacks a skeleton. This intensification of narrated emotion in a character who, as the enunciating "I", enacts the character-reader alignment characteristic of fantastic writing, allows the tale to culminate in a deftly managed generically-apposite coup de theatre.
The node of the tale -the possibility that Kabbalistic resuscitation has been enacted -sees the 5 In the first of these two references the French original has been cited because literally it is not "love for death" − la mort − (Todorov 1973: 133) but love for a dead women: la morte (Todorov 1970: 144) , a crucial distinction. Similarly, in the second quotation, the term "consummated" (Todorov 1973: 137) has been omitted using ellipsis because there is no such implication in the French original.
However, possibly the most intriguing alignment of Lugones's tale with Todorov's criteria comes in the form of what the latter refers to as the fantastic' s "incorporation of the reader into the world of the characters" (Todorov 1973: 31) . Todorov considers this to be an optional but nonetheless predominant characteristic of fantastic tales, not least because it is the reader (understood as a function of the text rather than an "actual", particular reader) who shares with the character(s) the hesitation between explanations of events that is Todorov's primary characteristic of the fantastic (Todorov 1973: 33) . The reader-character convergence is facilitated by the predominantly first-person narration of fantastic tales, "I" being a universally applicable and therefore incorporative transdiscursive self-designation (Todorov 1973: 83-84 ). Lugones's tale complies perfectly: not only does the narrator's anonymity render the transferable personal pronoun his sole designation, but he remains consistently intra-diegetic and endowed with a steady rationalism that provides a fitting counterpoint to his chilling discovery in the tale's final paragraph. In "Kábala práctica", however, the narrator "devolves" occupancy of the discursive space of the Todorovian hesitation, sharing it with other characters: firstly Eduardo, the last reference to whom describes him in a state of perplexity following the visitation, the full nature and consequences of which remain, of strategic necessity, unstipulated; and secondly Carmen, whose reaction to the conclusion of the narrator's story implies an explanation -that she is the subject of the resurrection -without -of strategic necessity − confirmation or deploying alternatives. The additional, also necessary but unspoken condition of this scenario, Todorov explains, is that all of the characters to whom the reader is pegged are intradiegetic and so only able to know what the counterfactual background of the tale allows them to know. They are.
terribly egotistical process. A young man of twenty is quite capable of turning his back on his family and home.
It was during the early stage of our friendship that Eduardo acquired the aforementioned skeleton. Hanging in a shiny glass cabinet, it was the centrepiece of the scientific collection in his study. My friend's personal museum was made up of a few paleontological samples, some rare minerals including two delightful Uruguayan geodites, a test tube containing powdered lava from Mount Vesuvius, some stalactites from caves in the Cosquín region, a piece of a glyptodon's shell that sent our imaginations on daring expeditions into the most remote geological past: these were treasures of my friend's personal museum of science. That little study, to which I alone had the privilege to be admitted, was where we dreamt up and drafted our greatest plans. From there came two great achievements: an article on natural selection that earned Eduardo the commendation of a German friend of his father, a combination of astronomer and entomologist who, being a semi-illiterate shopkeeper, from that moment acquired a great respect for our wisdom; and a poem on the theme of fanaticism titled "the Conquests of Reason" that got me into deep trouble with our literature lecturer.
The skeleton in the cupboard, the "skeleton of a young woman", as Eduardo referred to it, was naturally a frequent subject of our discussions in which the quest for the truth was spiced with impious innuendo. Tirso's Stone Guest 8 was often invoked to give resonance to our atheistic boastings, which were, of course, scientific to the point of exaggeration. And this is where the incident that I mentioned earlier begins. What follows is a true account of events.
It was one of many nights when we got together in Eduardo's study to drink coffee and read the latest French poetry. The conversation somehow turned to vampires and the hallucinations that mystics and sorcerers experience in their delirium. Prompted by an astonishing book by Eliphas Lévi 9 that we had just been reading -although at the time we barely appreciated its true significance -we started to reel off any literature that we could remember. Any verses, any prose whatever the quality, from Poe to Verhaeren and Villiers de l'Isle-Adam, 10 that bore any relation to the theme, were summoned up for the occasion. It was already eleven before I took my leave.
To conclude proceedings, Eduardo recited that well-known poem by Acuña the funereal irony of which, to be honest, had taken rather a toll on me.
11
What I am now about to relate was, as you will understand by the end of this story, told to me by Eduardo.
Eduardo went back into his study to put away the books that had been left spread across his writing desk. He was feeling relaxed, and his head was unusually clear (The attentive reader will by and by appreciate the significance of these details). He picked up the lamp, and as he made his way into the adjacent room, which served as a bedroom, he paused for a moment before the skeleton, bowed low, and said, "Mademoiselle Squelette, you are about to become the subject of a most agreeable experiment. We propose to discover the homunculus of Albertus Magnus 12 by bringing your charming self back to life, after which I shall have the honour of asking for your hand in marriage."
Evidently, he was still turning over in his mind recollections of Eliphas Lévi's book, but without the slightest hint of unease. If anything, the opposite was true. He was having a joke with what for him was merely a set of remains that would be forever inanimate.
Within half an hour he had fallen asleep.
Suddenly, without quite knowing how, he found himself sitting at his desk. Bright light filled the whole room: the wick had been turned up on the lamp. Across the table from Eduardo, in the very seat that I had been occupying a few hours earlier, there sat a woman. She was looking at him. Young, attractive, yet mournful, she was wearing a long brown dress. As if by instinct, Eduardo glanced towards the display cabinet. The skeleton was missing. He felt a chill run down his spine. But then, the young woman began to speak in a voice that was so melodious, so gentle, that he immediately felt reassured. Her words, tinged with lament or reproach, seemed as if they were coming from very, very far away, like the tender sighs of a soul. What this melancholy apparition was saying Eduardo has never been able to recall. Her voice reminded him of a music that recalled the harmony of those profound, serene thoughts that come in the night and evoke the rhythms of silence. Thus was the impression that this voice made on him. As the apparition spoke to him he felt cold, but a delicious cold, the incomparable softness of snow filtering through into his bones.
For a moment he was in a state of stupefaction. Then reason reaffirmed itself. He must be dreaming. He put his finger close to the glass of the lamp, and the heat made him draw it back sharply. He looked about him. Everything was as it usually was. Nothing fantastic; no trace of the strange decor that characterises dreams. He even heard the clock striking three. All this while the vision continued speaking to him in that sweet, musical voice that seemed to open before his mind the infinite panorama of the star-filled azure of an immense night. Then, with intangible majesty, she rose up from the chair. She took the lamp in her diaphanous hand and moved towards Eduardo's bedroom. Without thinking, not knowing what he was doing or why, he followed her. She placed the lamp on the bedside lamp holder, moved with adorable elegance towards the bed, which had its covers pulled back. Then, as my friend looked on in amazement, she gestured imperiously towards it, and returned mysteriously to the darkened study.
Eduardo had no idea how he been able to do her bidding without a hint of fear. But when I returned the next day about ten o'clock to ask him if he fancied having lunch together, I found him still in bed sleeping like a log. Sitting in the chair that I had been sitting in the night before was the skeleton from the glass cabinet. "Well I never, Eduardo must have gone mad," I chuckled to myself -but not without a shudder of unease.
No sooner had I finished my tale, than Carmen made to get up from her seat, smiling, with that rather hard smile she usually wore. But immediately, I saw the colour flee from her lips; she teetered as if about to fall. A cry echoed across the room. The other guests gathered round as I supported her in my arms. I struggled to lift her up -so profound was her swoon that she was as a dead weight -but we managed to get her to the adjacent room. It was an hour later when she came round, only to succumb immediately to a severe nervous crisis. But what I will never forget as long as I live is the sensation of holding her. It was horrifying. The body that collapsed into my arms was not that slender, elegant form that I had admired for so long, but a heavy, spongy mass, something like a generously stuffed pillow. And when my arms closed around her to stop her from falling, my fingers merely sunk into her body.
That body had no joints, it bent and folded everywhere, like a bag filled with water. My nerves grew taut with horror at the thought of it.
What I tell you is beyond all doubt: there was not a single bone in that woman's body.
